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CONNECTIVITY AS PRIMARY NEED FOR PRODUCTIVITY

The productive city system is based on social, environmental and economical dynamics, and its 
resilience depends on the complexity, diversity and consistency of its interactions.These interactions 
are what makes productivity happen, and Lillestrøm is a living proof of that. Its origins, back in the 
1850’s, are related to its productive functions, enabled by its special ecological and geographical 
position, where the river and the railway met, relatively close to the capital. These energy and 
mobility corridors were fundamental for the timber processing business that allowed Lillestrøm to 
�ourish and to become the city we know today.

Nowadays, Nesa represents the productive functions of Lillestrøm, which through the decades have 
been pushed away from the city center to a peripheral location. An isolated and disconnected area 
has much less productive potential, a big limiting factor for Nesa. By enhancing the connections 
with Lillestrøm we will be promoting not only a productive area, but a productive network, the �rst 
step towards a productive city.

This connectivity consists on a series of corridors, some of them more complex -  like the riverine 
park and the reinstalled wetland system - other simpler - like the urban ecological corridors system 
– having all of them connection, protection, recreational and productive functions. These corridors 
follow the Urban Development Plan for Lillestrøm, promoting mainly soft mobility, implementing a 
tram line to connect the whole city and creating two new connections to the other margin. 

These connections bring the population closer to the natural heritage and to Nesa, promoting new 
dynamics and making Nesa a part of Lillestrøm - getting back part of its lost productive potential.
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2.  THE TRANSITION AREAS ARE THE MOST PRODUCTIVE ONES

LILLESTRØM (NO)

CONTINUIT Y IN NESANESA AS AN ANCHOR POINT

Nesa’s productive identity will be based not only in its program, but also in its ecological situation. It 
is the transition point between the river, the park, the city, the industry and the natural reserve, and 
ecology describes these areas as the ones with more biological activity, meaning the most productive 
ones. These dynamics will be brought inside Nesa through two main ecological corridors. The 1st one 
is a green belt that surrounds Nesa and has several materializations. In the southern and western 
border, it is a riparian vegetation corridor and a wetland system, that provides �ood prevention and 
protection. In the Northern border it is a green corridor that protects from the wind, pollution and noise 
from the main road. In the Eastern border its a native vegetation area, that limits the urban expansion 
and protects the natural reserve. The 2nd ecological corridor is the central one, which tears the urban 
fabric apart, creating a soft mobility path, �anked by several water features - symbolizing a river branch 
that brought fertility to the new settlement – vegetation and several public infrastructures. 

The program also re�ects this diversity, bringing, besides the much needed residential function, several 
productive infrastructures. It consists mainly on mixed use blocks, where di�erent productive activities 
are predominant, coexisting with residence. Besides the most “traditionally productive” programs - 
such as the industry, workshops, greenhouses, transformation center (food and other raw materials 
processing platform), market, o�ces, services, tram station - there are a lot of other infrastructures 
that contribute to the productive neighborhood. As, in our perspective, productivity is in the complexity 
and diversity of the interactions between social, environmental and economical dynamics, all the other 
Nesa programs - such as the school, sports facilities, library, recreational center, cultural center, natural 
reserve interpretative center, public plazas, lake park – contribute to Nesa’s productivity.
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